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Abstract:
We study the improvement of terahertz collection efficiency in a THz-TDS system based on a
spintronic THz emitter, by exploring the effect of substrate impedance matching. This improvement
is obtained by properly coupling a hyper-hemispherical lens fabricated from suitable THz materials
to a non-magnetic (NM)|ferromagnetic (FM)|substrate emitter structure. The emitter is a Ni|Pt
bilayer film coated on a MgO substrate. The refractive index and the dispersion properties of the
substrate are adjusted according to the impedance matching conditions and consequently for the
maximum THz collection efficiency by a photoconductive antenna (PCA). By comparing various
substrates, including MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, and polyethylene terephthalate (PET), our results reveal
that the power of the THz radiation collected from the Ni|Pt|MgO with the hyper-hemispherical
Si-lens coupler is 64.5 times larger than that from the Ni|Pt|MgO without the lens coupler. A
PET substrate in direct contact with a hyper-hemispherical Teflon-lens could be a favorable
choice for improved collection efficiency of STE-induced THz radiation, in the absence of Si-
lens. These results could be considered useful to achieve the guidelines for scaling the THz
radiation power emitted from the spintronic THz emitter according to the employed substrate and
hyper-hemispherical lens.
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1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) waves with a frequency range of 0.1 to
30 THz have provided rich application fields such as spec-
troscopy [1], sensing [2, 3], security monitoring [4], military
[5], and communication [6]. Due to the low photon energy,
THz radiation is not harmful to the human body and can be
used for medical diagnostics and treatments [7–9]. Broad-
band THz pulses can be generated via optical rectification
and parametric oscillation in nonlinear crystals and photo-
conduction in semiconductors via the ultrafast femtosec-
ond laser pulse [10–16]. THz time-domain spectroscopy
(THz-TDS) could be considered as useful diagnostic tool
in spintronics for studying dynamics of ultrafast carriers
(spin and charge) and gaining a deeper understanding of the
behavior of materials at THz frequencies [17]. These fre-
quencies correspond to various physical phenomena, includ-
ing spin precession spanning from one picosecond to one

nanosecond, electron spin-orbit interaction ranging from 0.1
to 1 picoseconds [18], and exchange interaction occurring
within a timeframe of 0.01 to 0.1 picoseconds [10, 11, 19]
The synergistic integration of spintronics and THz tech-
nology offers novel prospects for investigating uncharted
territories. In this case, spin-dependent electronic emit-
ters as a novel source of THz were proposed to generate
the ultra-broadband THz emission. Two- and three-layer
spintronic structures, comprising ferromagnetic (as spin
source) and non-magnetic (as spin sink) nanometer layers,
have been recently studied as potential high power and high
bandwidth THz emitters, known as spin-based THz emitters
(STEs) [20–23]. The key factors motivate the enhancement
of THz radiation power are the increase in transient cur-
rent induced by ultrashort laser pulse excitation through the
magnetic-field tailoring [10] or reduction in temperature
[24], as well as the reduction in energy loss during THz ra-
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of (a) the THz-TDS experimental setup, and full top view of a photoconductive antenna
chip, as well as, extended top view of the midway placed THz dipole structure only displaying antenna length, gap
distance, and gap width; STE-induced THz divergence profile (b) without lens attachment as a reference and (c) with the
hyper-hemispherical lens attachment on off-axis parabolic mirror; θ is considered cone angle in COMSOL simulation. (d)
The dimensions of the hyper-hemispherical lens in accordance with the parameters presented in Table 2.

diation propagation [25]. The THz electric field amplitude
(ETHz) is related to the charge current (jc) and the effec-
tive impedance of the STE (Ze f f (ω)) as ETHz = jc.Ze f f (ω)
[26]. The effective impedance of the STE depends on the
refractive index of the substrate and the conductivity of the
STE [27]. According to the theory of impedance matching,
the refractive index of the lens and substrate of STE should
be same to avoid the losses at the substrate/lens interface
when the femtosecond laser pulse is incident from the non-
magnetic side [26]. Efficient THz source development is
impeded by significant diffraction at the substrate surface
of the emitter for radiated THz waves due to refractive in-
dex difference, which also renders detection challenging.
Refractive index matching has the potential to enhance the
collection efficiency of THz radiation from spintronic THz
emitters. Optical elements employed for guiding THz waves

between the emitter and detector in THz-TDS systems, in-
cluding lenses and off-axis parabolic mirrors play a crucial
role in index-matching. Improved collection efficiency of
THz radiation can be achieved by employing commonly
THz lenses fabricated from a range of materials, including
high-resistive float zone (HRFZ) silicon [23, 28, 29], poly-
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon) [30–32], high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) [31, 33], and polymethyl pentene
(TPX) [31]. The utilization of hyper-hemispherical lenses
has been proposed to effectively collect the THz beam di-
vergently radiate from the emitter and subsequently focus
on the detection antenna [28, 34–40]. The efficacy of hyper-
hemispherical (HH) lenses in reducing radiation divergence
and enhancing the performance of optical systems makes
them a valuable tool for light manipulation.
In this work, we study the effect of substrate impedance
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Table 1. Summary of the detailed steps of pre-ray tracing, ray tracing, and post-ray tracing technique in COMSOL.

Step Model Builder

1 Global definitions
Define parameters

Geometry part: paraboloidal reflector 3D

2 Component

Geometry objects

Materials

Substrates: MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, PET
Hyper-hemispherical lens: Si, PTFE

Parabolic mirrors: Silver
PCA chip: Semi-insulating GaAs

Geometrical optics
Release from point:

Number of rays in wave vector space=20000
Cone angle = π/4.5 (rad)

Mesh
Physics-controlled mesh

Element size: extremely fine
3 study Ray tracing

4 Results
Dataset Intersection point

3D plot & Export data

matching in a spintronic THz emitter on the improvement of
THz collection efficiency in a THz-TDS system. The emit-
ter is a Ni|Pt bilayer thin film coated on a MgO substrate
properly coupled to a hyper-hemispherical lens fabricated
from suitable THz materials. We present the results for
various lens materials including high-resistive float zone
(HRFZ) silicon and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon)
as well as various substrates, including MgO, Al2O3, SiO2,
and polyethylene terephthalate (PET). We also discuss the
role of index-matching between the substrate and hyper-
hemispherical lens coupler on the THz emission power by
using the finite element method. Through simulations, THz
ray accumulation resulting from a STE grown on various
substrates, including MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, and PET on a PCA
chip are compared. It has been shown that the optimization
of THz radiation collection can be achieved by using a MgO
substrate with a hyper-hemispherical Si-lens coupler. Our
results reveal that the power of the THz radiation collected
from the Ni|Pt|MgO with the hyper-hemispherical Si-lens
coupler is 64.5 times larger than that from the Ni|Pt|MgO
without the lens coupler. Moreover, the use of a PET sub-
strate with a hyper-hemispherical Teflon-lens coupler could
provide a favorable environment for improved collection
efficiency of THz radiation, in the absence of Si-lens.

2. Methods and materials

2.1 Experiment
In the pursuit of creating a high-performing bilayer nanos-
tructure, a metallic bilayer was skillfully deposited onto
a 0.5-mm-thick MgO substrate using a sputtering system.
The bilayer itself consisted of a 7-nanometer-thick ferro-
magnetic layer of Ni that was thoughtfully capped with a
6-nanometer non-magnetic layer of Pt. Sputter parameters
for the system were a base pressure of 5×10−3 mbarr and
a sputtering deposition time of about 30 min. The rota-
tional speed of the substrate was 20 rpm. In this system,
the applied voltage between the cathode and anode, and

the distance between them are about 270− 300 volt and
20 cm, respectively. The experimental schematic diagram
for the THz beam generation is plotted in Fig. 1(a), which
consists of the Ni|Pt-based emitter and photoconductive
antenna detection system. A femtosecond commercial nJ
Ti:sapphire laser pulse as a heart of set-up produces optical
pulses with a power of about 400 mW, time duration of 70
fs, and repetition rate of 100 MHz at center wavelength 800
nm. Using a 70:30 (R:T) beam splitter, the laser beam is
divided into two parts: the stronger part with a fluence of
2.5 mJ/cm2 and beam diameter of about 3 mm is used to
pump the spintronic nanostructure (THz emitter), while the
weaker part as a probe with power of 15 mW was trans-
mitted through a computer-controlled delay (linear stage)
to synchronize the pump and probe path and to excite a
photoconductive antenna (BATOP optoelectronics) with a
180 µm dipole length as a detector of the generated THz
pulse. The detection antenna exhibits dimensions of 5 µm
and 10 µm for its gap and width, respectively (refer to the
magnified section of Fig. 1(a)). An external magnetic field
(20 mT) in the direction of the y-axis perpendicular to the
incident pump beam direction is applied to the spintronic
emitter to magnetize it and determine the generated THz
wave polarization plane. The stronger optical beam (pump)
is focused onto the sample from the non-magnetic layer by
an aspherical lens with 11 mm focal length and then, THz
emission is produced. Fig. 1(b, c) shows a schematic of
the difference in the spatial divergence profile of THz emis-
sion produced by the FM|NM sample with and without the
hyper-hemispherical lens. The generated conic THz beam
is guided using two 90° silver-coated off-axis parabolic
mirrors (OPM), with a focal lens of 6 cm, onto a silicon
lens attached to the PCA chip located in the focal length
of OPM. Detection of THz pulses takes place on the PCA
chip and is performed using a balanced photodiode, optical
chopper, and SR510 lock-in amplifier. The pump beam
was modulated by an optical chopper at a frequency of 500
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Table 2. Parameters used to ray tracing in COMSOL simulation.

Name Expression Value Description
RlensS 5 [mm] 0.005 m Radius of hyper-hemispherical lens of source

nSi 3.417 3.417 Refractive index of Si in THz region

tsubstrate 0.5 [mm] 5E-4 m Thickness of substrate

dlensS RlensS .(1+n−1
Si or PTFE) Depend on used lens Distance d between emitter and lens tip

LS RlensS .(1+nSi or PTFE) Depend on used lens
Distance L from the tip of the lens to the virtual

focus located behind the lens.

RlensD 6 [mm] 0.006 m Radius of hyper-hemispherical lens of detector

dlensD RlensD .(1+n−1
Si ) 0.0077559 m Distance d between PCA chip and lens tip

LD RlensS .(1+nSi) 0.026502 m
Distance L from the tip of the Si lens to the virtual

focus located behind the Si lens.

tGaAs 0.6 [mm] 6E-4 m Thickness of GaAs

nMgO 3.2 3.2 Refractive index of MgO in THz region

nAl2O3 3.07 3.07 Refractive index of Al2O3 in THz region

nSiO2 1.95 1.95 Refractive index of SiO2 in THz region

nPET 1.7 1.7 Refractive index of PET in THz region

nPTFE 1.43 1.43 Refractive index of PTFE in 1 THz

nGaAs 3.6 3.6 Refractive index of Si-GaAs in THz region

Hz. After the THz pulse and the probe beam are reached
simultaneously by the delay stage, the detected voltage in
the PCA chip can be swept which is proportional to the
amplitude of the THz electric field.

2.2 Simulation
A 3D axisymmetric feature of COMSOL Multiphysics 6.1
was used for studying the index-matching effect on THz
collection by PCA chip. The steps of simulation processing
are highlighted in Table 1. The meshing in COMSOL was
controlled for General Physics and selected as a predefined
extremely-fine mesh size. The geometry of the emitter to
detector part of our set-up, created using COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics and its Ray Optics Module, as well as, the mesh
configuration of substrate, hyper-hemispherical lens, and
PCA chip are shown in Fig. 2. As an initial step in the
modeling process, the parameters utilized in this research
were defined. Some of the parameters correspond to the
element’s value in the experimental set-up, and others are
adapted from Refs. [24, 41–44], which is listed in Table
2. The operation principle is that a THz beam induced by
FM—NM bilayer structures enters the substrate and is di-
rected to the photoconductive antenna as a detector by two
parabolic mirrors.
The geometry in component part, as a second step of pro-

cessing, consists of two paraboloidal reflectors 3D, spheres,
cylinders, and blocks. Fig. 1(d) illustrates the schematic
dimensions of the hyper-hemispherical lens. The focal
length of paraboloidal reflector, the distance between the
two parabolic mirrors, and dimensions of PCA chip used
for the experiment, were fixed at 60 mm, 250 mm and 4×4
(mm)2, respectively. In the current simulation, the emitter
and detector have been positioned at x=−60 and x=−310
in mm unit, respectively. The materials selected from the
COMSOL database were magnesium monoxide, sapphire,
silicon dioxide, poly-ethylene terephthalate (PET), silver,
silicon, and gallium arsenide. The cone angle of the THz
beam is assumed not to exceed 40 degrees. Specifically, we
defined 20,000 rays in the simulation to study the behavior
of light in the setup.

3. Results and discussion

The process of pumping the structure from the substrate
side results in the emergence of supplementary reflections
from the substrate-air interface, leading to significant oscil-
lations in the corresponding THz spectra. The metal surface
in our geometry functions as an anti-reflection coating for
the THz beam, effectively quelling any reflections from the
substrate surface. This portrays in Fig. 1(b) for a Ni|Pt
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Figure 2. (a) Geometry used in the simulation. An extremely fine meshed view for (b) substrate, (c) hyper-hemispherical
lens, (d) parabolic mirror, and (e) PCA chip attached to hyper-hemispherical Si lens.

sample on a MgO substrate in the absence of an attached
silicon lens. A noisy pulse is shown in Fig. 3 for a 7 nm|6
nm Ni|Pt layer structure on 500 µm MgO substrate. From
the analysis of the structure’s output signal, it is evident that
there is no trace of the THz signal. Indeed, the THz sig-
nal is diligently generated, yet regrettably eludes detection,
presenting an intriguing challenge for further investigation
about performance improvement of the THz-TDS setup.
Although, a THz signal is observed in recent studies where
the Ni|Pt structure, attached to the hyper-hemispherical Si
lens and pumped on the substrate side [45] or the metal
side rather than the MgO substrate [46], is examined. Also,
THz emission from the Pt side for Fe|Pt sample grown on
MgO substrate without the presence of a Si-lens has been
reported [28].

Figure 3. Signal collected from photoexcited Pt-capped Ni
thin films grown on MgO substrate.

We investigated the remarkable impact of a hyper-
hemispherical lens, when coupled with a THz emitter, on the
THz collection capabilities of our THz-TDS system by har-
nessing the power of modeling ray-tracing with COMSOL
to elucidate the factors contributing to the non-detection of
THz emission. By carefully analyzing the number of rays
that reached the PCA chip-air interface, we were able to
gain valuable insights into the system’s performance and
make improvements that could lead to more accurate and
sensitive measurements.
Figure 4 offers an insightful representation of the XY pro-
files for ray trajectories simulated which starts from the THz
source (the FM|NM bilayer is capped on MgO substrate
without a lens coupler) and terminates at the THz detector.
Given our assumption of a cone angle of 40 degrees, the phe-
nomenon of internal reflection manifests within the MgO
substrate. This phenomenon arises due to the refraction the-
ory for a planar surface that shows the boundary angle (α)
at which total internal reflection occurs can be determined
by α = sin−1(1/n) [47, 48], where MgO exhibits a specific
angle of 18.2°. Due to the high refractive index n ∼ 3.2

Figure 4. Snapshots showing ray trajectories through a MgO
substrate of THz emitter.
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Figure 5. The intersection point result of simulation in the PCA chip-air interface for FM/NM bilayer grown on (a) MgO,
(b) Al2O3, (c) SiO2, and (d) PET substrate (in the absence of a hyper-hemispherical lens coupler).

of the MgO substrate, the THz waves emanating from the
source are subject to significant diffraction at the interface
between the substrate and the surrounding air medium, and
only a minor proportion of the rays effectively make their
way to the first and second parabolic mirrors, ultimately
accumulating at the PCA chip.
The THz electric field is a powerful force that detects from
the dynamic interplay of THz radiation with the antenna
gap. To unlock its potential, one must skillfully calculate the
number of rays that collect on the PCA chip and the expanse
they cover. Figure 5 demonstrates the ray accumulation at
the interface between the PCA chip and air. This image
pertains to a scenario in which the THz emitter operates

without the hyper-hemispherical lens coupler. Despite defin-
ing 20,000 THz rays, only a select few managed to make it
to the antenna. The THz emitter layer deposited on MgO,
Al2O3, SiO2, and PET substrates allowed just 311, 347,
862, and 1138 rays, respectively, to reach their destination.
Our simulation results confirm the non-detection of THz
radiation in our experiment. Remarkably, as shown in Fig.
1(a), the antenna gap area is displayed at a smaller size of
5×10 µm2, yet the THz rays are concentrated into a larger
24×24 µm2 area on the PCA chip for all four substrates.
The investigation revealed that the PET substrate, having a
smaller difference in refractive index with air compared to
the other substrates, offers a stronger THz collection capa-

Figure 6. Snapshots showing ray trajectories through a hyper-hemispherical (HH) Si lens on (top) MgO, and (bottom) PET
substrate.
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Figure 7. The intersection point result of simulation in the three parts of the beginning, middle and end between the two
parabolic mirrors for the case where the Si hyper-hemispherical lens is attached to (a-c) MgO, (d-f) Al2O3, (g-i) SiO2, and
(j-l) PET substrate of THz emitter.

bility for the PCA chip.
To improve the THz collection efficiency, we conducted
a simulation by incorporating the presence of a hyper-
hemispherical lens attached to the substrate of STE. This al-
lowed us to achieve superior performance and gain valuable
insights into the THz-TDS system. Hyper-hemispherical
lenses are a specialized type of common aspherical lens
with a complex non-spherical shape that enables them to
collect and focus light from a wide range of angles into a
smaller area [49, 50]. It places the emitter at a position so
that no rays are trapped by internal reflections [51]. This
unique feature makes them ideal for high-resolution imag-
ing systems, as they enhance the overall image quality and
sensitivity of the system by collecting and focusing more
light onto the sensor or detector [52]. In the first step, we
have opted for a common hyper-hemispherical Si lens due
to its similar refractive index to that of MgO or Al2O3 sub-
strates. This choice is expected to yield superior results,
as the close match in refractive index minimizes the like-
lihood of reflection and enables efficient transmission of
THz radiation. The results of ray tracing simulations, as
depicted in Figure 6, reveal that in the presence of a hyper-
hemispherical Si lens coupler, THz emitters with MgO and
PET substrate exhibit successful collection of all 20,000

Figure 8. The intersection point result of simulation in the
PCA chip-air interface for the case where the Si hyper-
hemispherical lens is attached to (a) MgO, (b) Al2O3, (c)
SiO2, and (d) PET substrate of the THz emitter.

rays by the antenna (the simulation results for the other two
substrates are not presented in this particular step of the
study).
The ray accumulation process in the y-z plane, between two
parabolic mirrors, is depicted in Figure 7 for the three initial
(x = −95), middle (x = −185), and final (x = −275) sec-
tions. Given that the y and z characteristics remain consis-
tent across all three sections in the case of the MgO|FM|NM
THz emitter, the resultant beam emerging from the second
parabolic mirror can be effectively captured by the PCA
surface at a short distance and subsequently collected. Con-
versely, when the emitter substrate is PET or SiO2, the y
and z coordinates in the three sections under consideration
are not uniform. Therefore, it is anticipated that the rays
will accumulate beyond the PCA gap surface, leading to
weak detection signals.
While successful collection of all rays reaching the PCA
chip is important, concentrating these rays within a smaller
area of the PCA chip and within the antenna gap is crucial
for achieving more powerful THz detection. The intersec-
tion point simulation results of THz radiation generated by
a THz emitter in direct contact with a hyper-hemispherical
silicon lens on the surface of the PCA chip are presented
in Figure 8. Did you know that the distribution of gener-

Figure 9. The intersection point result of simulation in the
PCA chip-air interface for the case where the PTFE hyper-
hemispherical lens is attached to (a) MgO, (b) Al2O3, (c)
SiO2, and (d) PET substrate of THz emitter.
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ated THz radiation varies based on the substrate coating
of the emitter? Our findings reveal that when the THz
emitter is coated on the MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, and PET sub-
strates, the generated THz ray accumulates in different ar-
eas of the antenna surface, ranging from 8×8 to 400×400
µm2. Our investigation has revealed that the MgO substrate,
which concentrates THz radiation in an area of 8×8 µm2

in the center of the chip, is the most effective substrate
for directing all THz radiation to the PCA, among the sub-
strates examined. The experimental results confirm that
the MgO|FM|NM heterostructures produce a stronger THz
pulse compared to Al2O3|FM|NM [28, 34]. The amplitude
of the THz emission from the PET|FM|NM structure is
found to be comparable to that of the SiO2|FM|NM struc-
ture, consistent with experimental observations [53].
The attachment of a Teflon (PTFE) lens, which warrants
careful consideration, was proposed in the next step due
to the cost-effectiveness and ease of access to its raw ma-
terials that make it an attractive option for a wide range
of applications [54, 55]. Figure 9 provides a visual repre-
sentation of the accumulation of rays on the surface of the
PCA chip when the THz source is coupled with a hyper-
hemispherical Teflon lens. In this case, we observe a slight
improvement compared to STE without a lens coupler;
where among the 20,000 defined rays, the THz emitter
grown on MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, and PET substrates (hyper-
hemispherical Teflon lens attachment) exhibits selective
propagation, with only 1208, 1346, 3500, and 4699 rays suc-
cessfully reaching the first parabolic mirror. Subsequently,
these rays efficiently traverse the second parabolic mirror
and ultimately reach the surface of the PCA chip, where they
are collected. By applying Snell’s law (n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2),
we’ve discovered that PET and SiO2 substrates have a
lower chance of experiencing internal reflection, leading
to a more concentrated THz radiation on the PCA chip’s
surface and enhanced collection efficiency, compared to
MgO and Al2O3 substrates. Our findings indicate that when
the MgO|FM|NM heterostructure operates without a hyper-
hemispherical lens coupler, the PC antenna collects only
1.55% of THz rays. With the use of a hyper-hemispherical
Teflon lens attached to the MgO|FM|NM heterostructure,
collection efficiency increases to only 6%, which is insuf-
ficient to achieve strong detection of weak THz radiation.
However, the PET|FM|NM heterostructure increases collec-
tion efficiency from 5.69% (without lens coupler) to 23.49%
(with Teflon lens coupler). Consequently, a PET substrate
with a Teflon hyper-hemispherical lens coupler could be a
favorable environment for improved collection efficiency of
STE-induced THz radiation, in the absence of Si-lens.

4. Conclusion
To summarize, we did not detect any spintronic THz
emission from a Ni|Pt bilayer structure (without lens
coupler) that was grown on a MgO substrate via sputtering
deposition. To explore the conditions required for the detec-
tion of THz radiation in the common STE, we conducted
simulations using the COMSOL Ray Optics Module. In
addition to substrate engineering, we also investigated the
impact of hyper-hemispherical lens attachment on the THz

radiation collection efficiency. The COMSOL analysis
shows that when a weak STE without a lens coupler, the
same as Ni|Pt, is pumped from the side of the metal layer,
a small percentage of THz rays are collected on the PCA
chip. However, the use of hyper-hemispherical Si-lens
in direct contact with the substrate|FM|NM structure
provides a significant improvement in the collection
efficiency of THz emission. Approximately 64.5 times
enhancement in the THz emission collection efficiency
from NM|FM|MgO-substrate was confirmed by the
attachment of the hyper-hemispherical Si-lens compared
to that without the Si-lens coupler. However, the coupling
of a hyper-hemispherical Teflon-lens to the structure does
not improve emission collection efficiency as much as
a Si-lens coupler, but it can be a suitable option for the
PET substrate in the lack of a Si-lens coupler. These
findings highlight the importance of careful selection of
optical components in THz technology and may inform
the development of advanced THz devices and systems for
a range of applications in materials science, biomedical
imaging, spectroscopy, and beyond in the THz spectral
range.
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